The brands you knew as Nelson Adams, Greensteel, American Chalkboard and Peninsular Slate are all now a part of PolyVision Corporation. As PolyVision, Texas can now benefit from the capabilities of an international manufacturer and installer of static, active, and interactive visual communication products for the education and corporate markets. From the revolutionary developments of ceramicsteel in PolyVision’s P² ceramicsteel™ surface, that is backed by an unconditional “Forever Warranty,” to the creative and time-saving Webster™ Interactive Products and CopyCam™ Image Capturing System, PolyVision is committed to changing the way people learn, work, and communicate visually throughout the world. To learn more about how PolyVision can work for you please visit www.polyvision.com or call 800-395-4087.
Are you aware of all the member benefits available through the AIA Trust?

Visit us on the web at:

www.theaiatrust.com

Sponsored by
AIA Trust
Member Insurance & Financial Program

Healthcare Insurance

High Deductible Catastrophic Plan - MSA Qualified
A group plan helps you qualify for some of the best coverage available. Do you know what your medical benefits are? Do you know how to make sure you take the best advantage of your coverage?

MORE INFO
Learn more about the coverage available to you.

Overhead Expense
AIA Trust Business Overhead Expense Plan
If you can't work because of an illness or injury, how will you pay the rent or mortgage, utilities, salaries, and other business expenses? With a Business Overhead Expense Plan.

MORE INFO
Learn more about the coverage available to you.

Disability Income
AIA Income Guard Disability Insurance
Would your paycheck continue if you became disabled? It happens to more and more Americans every year. Help protect yourself and your income, your most valuable asset with Disability Income Insurance.

MORE INFO
Learn more about the coverage available to you.

AD&D
AIA Trust Accident Plan
An accident happens, suddenly your financial situation is drastically affected. With Accidental Death & Dismemberment Insurance, you're protected around the clock, around the world.

MORE INFO
Learn more about the coverage available to you.

or call us toll-free at:

1-800-255-8215
(plan information is available 24-hours a day)

www.theaiatrust.com - your complete online source for member insurance and financial program information!

www.theaiatrust.com
Acme Brick introduces Masonry Designer, a powerful new tool for designing with brick and block. Now you can render your concepts with lifelike clarity using only a few clicks of your mouse. You can create an endless variety of wall patterns, freely mixing from the Acme Brick collection, Featherlite Burnished and Custom concrete masonry units, and dozens of mortar colors. Your imaginative artwork can then be printed, or even exported to AutoCAD.

**Getting Started.**
After you launch Masonry Designer, please select the Help option for a quick guide to making the best use of this versatile program.

The release of Masonry Designer preceded this exciting building’s design, but its façade exemplifies the almost infinite range of patterns that this easy-to-use program allows.

Fort Worth Convention Center Expansion
architect Carter & Burgess, Fort Worth
design architect HOK, Dallas
general contractor Walker General Contractors, Fort Worth
masonry contractor ROC, Dallas

Please visit us on the internet: www.acmebrick.com
or check the phone directory to contact your local Acme Brick Company sales office.
Or please call 1-800-792-1234.
New Federal Projects in Texas: Representing the Local Flavor

Gateway to Brownsville
by WILLIAM RIOS, ASSOC. AIA
United States Courthouse, Brownsville
Pierce Goodwin Alexander & Linville

A Step Outside of Convention
by VINCENT B. CANIZARO, PH.D.
San Antonio Convention Center Addition, San Antonio
Kell Muñoz Architects; Thompson, Ventulett, Stainback,
& Associates; Haywood, Jordan, McCowan, SAT, Inc.

A New Model for Group Living
by BEN KOUSSH
New Residences, Richmond State School, Richmond
Taft Architects

Act II for a Panhandle High-Rise
by DARWIN HARRISON, ASSOC. AIA
Santa Fe Building Restoration, Amarillo
Lavin Associates Architects

Editor’s Note
News
Exhibition
Portfolio
Special Section
Terminus

UPCOMING ISSUES

We invite submissions of project and story ideas for upcoming issues of Texas Architect.

November/December 2002 – Urban Design
(deadline: June 3)

If you have ideas for “News” call us at (512) 478-7386, fax to (512) 478-0528, or e-mail editor@texasarchitect.org.

(on the cover) United States Courthouse, Brownsville; photo by Jud Haggard. (left) San Antonio Convention Center Addition, San Antonio; photo by Leigh Christian McLeod.
Texas Architect's Custom Reprints

Spread the word about your success and enhance your firm’s image by providing customers with information they can take home.

Here are a few ways that companies are using custom reprints to do their advertising for them:

• Handouts at trade shows, meetings, and events
• Direct mail to customers and prospects
• Press releases and media packages
• Office display

For more information on custom reprints, please contact Judey Dozeto at (512) 478-7386 or via email at judey@texasarchitect.org.

Your South Texas Building Partner for Over 50 Years.

Valley Block & Brick supplies a diverse range of quality masonry products and a bonus that no one can manufacture—our people. Local professionals serving you and your project.

- Standard and Architectural CMU
- Face Brick and Masonry Accessories
- Local Expertise and History

Pharr 956-787-8223, 11/8-11; I-2 on Bus. 87
San Benito 956-299-5873 Ext. 88 & FM 732
La Feria 956-725-1818 13511 Regional Dr.
HISTORIC BUILDINGS HAVE TALES TO TELL, and the county courthouses of Texas are speaking volumes. Thanks to $100 million in public funds earmarked for courthouse preservation, the stories are pouring forth as restoration specialists peel off layers of insensitive “improvements” and scrub away years of benign neglect. Work now proceeds in 46 county seats under the auspices of the Texas Historical Commission’s Texas Courthouse Preservation Program. Projects range from providing construction documents to managing comprehensive restorations.

In Waxahachie, $3.5 million in state funds has helped finance exterior and interior restoration of the Ellis County Courthouse and new landscaping historically appropriate to the 1896 treasure. The $10.2 million project has yielded fascinating stories of bygone days that have experts brimming with enthusiasm. “It’s going to be very authentic when we’re done,” says Larry Irsik, a principal of ARCHITEXAS who directs the firm’s efforts now wrapping up in Waxahachie. Tentatively set June 21, the rededication of the Ellis County Courthouse will culminate five years of preservation work. The restoration team rediscovered details long obscured by delinquency and a century’s worth of modifications; the office floors were originally covered with canvas-backed “battleship” linoleum laid over unfinished long-leaf pine strip decking; ornamental cast-plaster trim, although painted white in subsequent years, was once painted dark brown to appear carved from wood; and paint flaking off basement walls revealed hand-rendered directional graphics.

One of the best examples in Texas of Romanesque Revival, James Riely Gordon’s Ellis County Courthouse attests to the magnificence of the state’s golden era of courthouse design. Gordon, a San Antonio native, designed 16 courthouses in the state. Twelve still stand. His exuberant edifices in the Romanesque style for Bexar County (San Antonio, 1892), Victoria County (Victoria, 1892), Gonzales County (Gonzales, 1894), and Hopkins County (Sulphur Springs, 1894) vary in exterior materials and ornamental detailing, but they share many characteristics—particularly in plan and his use of Romantic elements such as arches and turrets—with his Ellis County Courthouse. The most obvious resemblance is in Decatur. There, the pink-granite profile of Gordon’s Wise County Courthouse (also completed in 1896 and similarly crowned with a massive central clock tower) seems a monochromatic reflection of its two-toned Waxahachie twin where Pecos red sandstone and Texas pink granite—together with a program of exceptional stone carvings—create a more imposing overall presence. Says Irsik, “Even though other courthouse designs by Gordon have similar plans and exterior forms, the elaborate surface ornamentation and building materials establish the Ellis County Courthouse as one of Texas’ finest.”

Given the similarities apparent in Gordon’s courthouse designs, it may come as no surprise that the prolific architect and his business partner, San Antonio contractor Otto Kroeger, sold Gordon’s copyrighted courthouse plan to several counties, including Ellis County. Ironically, as Irsik notes, Gordon probably never set foot in Ellis County although its courthouse is often acknowledged as his masterpiece. Endeavoring to amend the historical record, Irsik lauds the men who built the Waxahachie courthouse. He says the contractor and craftsmen—like other crews using the same Gordon-devised blueprint in other Texas counties—bestowed a unique character to the Ellis County project through choices of materials and slight rearrangement of exterior details. “The design and vision of the Ellis County Courthouse,” Irsik has written, “is purely that of James Riely Gordon, but some credit is due to Marshall Sanguinet, the contractor who oversaw construction; Theodore Beilharz, the stone mason; and Harry Herley, the primary stone carver, for it was they who turned Gordon’s vision, that might have been more commonplace, into what has now come to be admired as one of the most picturesque courthouses in the state.”

STEPHEN SHARPE
CORONADO BUILDERS, LTD.
CONSTRUCTION SERVICES SINCE 1977

KNOWN FOR
AWARD-WINNING EDUCATIONAL PROJECTS
AND SAFETY EXCELLENCE

- Commercial Contracting
- Construction Manager at Risk
- Construction Manager Agent
- Design-Build

4300 Beltway Place, Suite 180
Arlington, Texas 76018
817.557.2291 • Fax 817.784.1990
www.coronadobuilders.com

Product Features
- Architectural/Structural Panel
- Factory applied sealant
- UL-90 rated
- UL-790 Class A fire rated
- UL-263 fire resistance rated
- UL 2218 Class 4 impact resistance

Tite-Loc Panel
12", 16" or 18" O.C.   .032 aluminum
2" high                        .040 aluminum
                                24 gauge steel

Tite-Loc Plus Panel
12", 16" or 18" O.C.   .032 aluminum
2" high                        24 gauge steel
                                22 gauge steel

PAC-CLAD
1005 Tonne Road • Elk Grove Village, IL 60007
1-800-PAC-CLAD or 1-847-228-7150
Fax: 1-800-722-7150 or 1-847-956-7968
www.pac-clad.com

TITE-LOC
Metal Roofing Panels

Other Plant Locations:
Maryland: 1-800-344-1400
Texas: 1-800-441-8661
Georgia: 1-800-272-4482

Questions? Request brochures?
Call us at 1 800 264 9605,
visit our website at www.DesignArts.net
or e-mail info@designarts.net

HOME STUDIES*
Building & Barrier-Free Codes,
Feng Shui, Garden Design,
European Gardens, Oriental Gardens

* Earn 4 to 16 HSW CEPHs,
including 1 or 2 Hour(s) on barrier-free design.

.CONTINUING EDUCATION SCHEDULE

MANUEL LEON PONCE
DESIGN ARTS SEMINARS INC

SEMINARS*
Textile Appreciation
May 2, 2002 - Austin, TX
May 3, 2002 - Houston, TX
Modern Furniture
October 17, 2002 - Dallas, TX
October 18, 2002 - Fort Worth, TX
November 14, 2002 - San Antonio, TX
November 15, 2002 - Houston, TX
Garden Design
November 16, 2002 - Austin, TX

STUDY TOURS*
Italy: Rome & Pompeii
New Orleans’ Interiors & Architecture

HOME STUDIES*
Building & Barrier-Free Codes,
Feng Shui, Garden Design,
European Gardens, Oriental Gardens

* Earn 4 to 16 HSW CEPHs,
including 1 or 2 Hour(s) on barrier-free design.

Questions? Request brochures?
Call us at 1 800 264 9605,
visit our website at www.DesignArts.net
or e-mail info@designarts.net
E L I G I B I L I T Y

Individuals or firms whose primary office is located in Texas may enter any number of projects anywhere in the world. Texas-registered architects located in another state may enter any number of projects located in Texas. Categories have the following requirements:

General Design (including adaptive-re-use), Interior Architecture or Restoration: Construction must have been completed after January 1, 1995.

Urban Design/Planning: The project must at least have an active client and some portion under construction.

25-Year Award: Any project completed on or before December 31, 1977.

R U L E S

Entries must be submitted by the design architect, who must have been registered with the Texas Board of Architectural Examiners at the time the project was executed. Where responsibility for a project is shared, the design architect must be a registered Texas architect and all participants who substantially contributed to the work must be credited.

Projects must be submitted in the name of the firm that executed the commission. If that firm has been dissolved or its name has been changed, an individual or successor firm may enter projects in the name of the firm in effect at the time the project was executed. Multiple entries of the same project by successor individuals or firms will not be accepted. For multi-building projects, the architect submitting the project (or portion thereof) must designate authorship of each portion of the project.

25-year award projects may be submitted by the original architect, original architecture firm, a successor to the original architecture firm, or by a component of the AIA.

A W A R D S

Architects and clients of winning projects will be honored at the TSA Convention in Austin, October 2002.

Winning projects will be featured in the September/October 2002 issue of Texas Architect magazine. (Winning entrants may be required to pay a fee to defray the cost of color publication.)

R E T U R N  O F  E N T R I E S

Entries from firms in large cities will be returned to the local AIA chapter office and held for pick-up. Entries from firms located in cities without staffed chapters will be mailed individually to entrants via FedEx ground or U.S. mail. Entries from Austin will be available for pick-up at the TSA offices. If you wish to have your carousel returned by other means, please attach instructions and an account number or check for additional cost.

Q U E S T I O N S?

Call Judey Dozeto, 512.478.7386 or e-mail judey@texasarchitect.org

D E A D L I N E :  J U N E  1 4 ,  2 0 0 2
ENTRY PACKAGE
Each entry package must contain the following items:

1. SLIDES
2. DATA SHEETS (4 COPIES)
3. ENTRY FORM
4. REGISTRATION FEES

1. Slides
Entrants must submit slides in a functional 80-slot slide carousel tray for each project, in which the slides are in proper order and position. Your name or firm's name may not appear anywhere on any slide. Each project is limited to 25 slides, presented in the following order:

   The first slide of each entry must be a title slide that contains information about project type (see entry form); project size in gross square feet; and project location.

   Following each title slide, each entry must include (in no particular order):
   A: One slide of a site plan or aerial photograph with a graphic scale and compass points (interior architecture projects are exempt from this requirement).
   B: At least one slide showing the plan of the project. For a multi-story building, include only those slides necessary to describe the building arrangement and envelope. Sections and other drawings are optional. If included, section location must be marked on the appropriate plans;
   C: One text slide containing a brief description of the project, including the program requirements and solution;
   D: For restoration and adaptive reuse projects, at least one slide describing conditions before the current work started.
   E: For the 25-year award, at least one slide taken within three years of the project's original completion and at least one slide taken recently, which shows the project's current status.

2. Data Sheet
Each entry must include four copies of a data sheet consisting of a single image and text describing the project, including program requirements and solution, on one side of a letter-sized sheet of white paper. The image—a representative photograph or drawing—must be no larger 5”x7”. The four copies of the data sheet must be folded and placed inside the slide carousel box. For the 25-year award, up to four additional sheets of text and/or images may be submitted. Do not write your name or the firm's name on this data sheet.

3. Entry Form
Use the official entry form for your entry. Copies of the form should be used for multiple entries. Place the entry form(s) in an envelope with the fee(s) and tape the envelope to the outside of the carousel box.

4. Entry Fee
TSA members: include a registration check for:
   $125 for the first entry
   $100 for the second and subsequent entries.
Non-Members: For projects submitted by non-TSA members include a registration check for:
   $200 for the first entry
   $180 for the second and subsequent entries.

I certify that the information provided on this entry form is correct; that the submitted work was done by the parties credited; that I am authorized to represent those credited; that I am an architect registered with the TBAE; and that I have obtained permission to publish the project from both the owner and the photographer. I understand that any entry that fails to meet these requirements is subject to disqualification.

Mail to:
Texas Society of Architects
ATTN: Judey Dozeto
816 Congress Ave., Suite 970
Austin, Texas 78701
Ph: 512.478.7386

DEADLINE: JUNE 14, 2002
## LETTERS

### Recognition is Gratifying

On behalf of the Board of Directors and staff of the Cultural Arts Council of Houston/Harris County I would like to express our appreciation for the recent feature article “Artful Destination,” by Donna Kacmar, AIA, and your column “Civil Collaborations” (TA March/April 2002). We have received many positive comments about the articles from our constituents. It is very gratifying when our work is recognized and thoughtfully presented by other design professionals.

The entire publication looked great and we were happy to be included in good company.

Genevieve Rousseve  
President CACHH Board of Directors  
Houston

### Diluted Responsibilities

Re: Daniel Barnum’s letter (TA March/April 2002) in response to “Lessons in Sustainability,” the previous issue’s Editor’s Note on Walker Elementary in McKinney.

I am curious to understand the relationship between the North Carolina firm and the design of the school presumably awarded by the state to SHW. Criteria, high-performance or not, mandated by the client form the basis for the architect’s commission. As such it becomes part of the design architect’s responsibility.

It does appear that another of architect’s responsibilities is being diluted and owners are paying fees for a service which an architect must perform as part of his solution.

Robert J. Pesce, AIA Emeritus  
Benbrook

---
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Making history again, even better ...  

Wooden windows need painting every 3 to 5 years and the cost to paint our 780 windows is around a quarter of a million dollars. Before we spent that kind of money again, we wanted to look into other options. We saw a Marvin advertisement that showed a window with a 70% Kynar baked-on metal finish on the outside and pine on the inside. These windows could also be designed to open just like the original ones in our 1920's building. They seemed to be the perfect choice for us.

Installation has gone amazingly well and we are expecting to see some real gains in energy efficiency. Working with Marvin has been a very pleasant experience."

—Joy Webster, Director of Facilities, XTO Energy

Steps toward a better beautiful window

1. remove old window
2. insert Marvin frame
3. seat frame on sill
4. insulate for savings
5. level, secure frame
6. align, secure sides
7. caulk exterior
8. add insulated panes
9. install operable sash
10. add interior finish trim
11. paint interior wood
12. enjoy uncompromising historical beauty and economical modern performance

"Metal-clad wood Marvin windows preserve past beauty and save on energy and upkeep for decades."
**Noted Pre-War Gem Renovated**

**Houston** The Lee D. Allen House once was this city’s most celebrated modernistic residence, and today it is one of the few extant examples of Houston’s dwindling pre-war cultural legacies. The Houston Post and the Houston Chronicle featured it several times in 1936 as it was being built. Following completion of construction early the next year, House Beautiful recognized it with an honorable mention in the magazine’s 1938 Small House Competition and Architectural Record showcased it in advertisements for glass block and built-up roofing systems. Even slightly worn after six decades, the Allen House’s distinctively modern profile continues to turn heads of passersby driving along Bluebonnet Boulevard in the Braeswood neighborhood.

The Allen House was notable in its heyday for its Stran-Steel framing system (light-gauge steel folded in the shape of conventional wood 2x4 studs), a flat roof with accessible terraces, an attached three-car garage, modern interiors designed by J. Herbert Douglas that included a number of specially designed pieces by Herman Miller as well as a great deal of built-in furniture, and open-plan living areas originally divided by a folding partition.

Harold Calhoun of the Houston architectural firm Wirtz & Calhoun was the designer. After Calhoun teamed with Louis Milton Wirtz, the two young architects received the Allen commission in late 1935 or early 1936. Work progressed rapidly on the house and it was completed in January 1937 at a cost of $28,000. (A typical suburban house in Houston at the time went for about $3,000.)

Almost miraculously, until it was purchased in 2000, the house survived intact some 63 years of benign neglect. The new owners had grown up nearby and always remembered being impressed by the unusual house. When they began the renovation, the Allen House still retained all of the original built-in furniture as well as several of the Herman Miller pieces. Ernest Maldonado of Glassman Shoemaker Maldonado Architects recalled recently that he saw the renovation project as a dream job because he greatly admired the International Style. His clear understanding of the movement’s tenets is evident from his adroit design decisions.

The front facade was left mostly as it was except for a simple cornice added over the two front roof terraces to “capture” the spaces and better integrate them into the volume of the building. According to Maldonado, all the original aluminum windows, which had corroded, were replaced with green-gray steel windows which resemble the original configurations.

Other changes were more substantial, mainly those responding to the new owners desire to increase the amount of living space. This was accomplished by pushing out the rear wall 12 feet. The old service wing with its tiny enclosed kitchen, large butler’s pantry, laundry room, and maid’s quarters was reconfigured to provide a larger, open kitchen and home office. Upstairs, the old dressing room adjoining the master bedroom was converted to a sitting room. With the additional 12 feet, Maldonado fashioned a new master bathroom and closet, a second sitting room, and another bedroom with bath. The addition also greatly improved the rear facade which was monotonously flat compared to the lively massing of the front.

The most interesting portion of the interior is the main living areas, which remain essentially intact. Some small changes were made, however, to ameliorate certain original design defects. For example, at the foyer the architect replaced the solid wall facing the front door with a panel of frosted glass to improve lighting and reduce the feeling of claustrophobia. Most of built-in furniture on the first floor was retained and the new kitchen cabinetry was designed to evoke it. (Unfortunately, the second floor’s built-ins were not so lucky—the dressing-room vanity, probably the finest piece, is now gone along with all the rest of that room’s cabinetry.) In addition, building codes necessitated that panels of frosted glass be inserted between the staircase balusters.

In the backyard, the architects took full advantage of the large corner lot and installed a long lap pool surrounded by an extensive flagstone patio. A small original outbuilding was rebuilt as a miniature version of the main house and is now the most charming aspect of the entire project.

**CELESTE WILLIAMS**

---

**Of Note: Emeritus Title Reinstated**

**Austin** The Texas Board of Architectural Examiners (TBAE) is expected in May to create a new emeritus status for inactive architects, a move prompted by numerous complaints following the board’s decision last year to eliminate that registration designation. The new status would allow inactive registrants who are retired after at least 20 years as a registered architect may use “emeritus architect” as their title. Inactive registrants, including those qualified for emeritus status, still would be prohibited from engaging in professional practice. TBAE Executive Director Cathy Hendricks said she expects the board to approve the new status at its May 13–14 meeting, with the rule becoming effective June 3. Prior to that meeting, the board will accept public comment. For more information, visit [www.tbae.state.tx.us](http://www.tbae.state.tx.us).

---

**Renovation of the 1937 Allen House in Houston’s Braeswood neighborhood was completed earlier this year; photo courtesy Glassman Shoemaker Maldonado Architects.**

---

**CELESTE WILLIAMS**
Overland to Design A&M Bonfire Memorial

College Station  Overland Partners’ memorial to the victims of the 1999 bonfire collapse at Texas A&M University shows considerable restraint by implying formal organization that references school traditions rather than employing overt Aggie symbolism. In March, following a year-long competition, A&M officials announced that Overland’s design, the work of a team led by firm principal and A&M alumnus Robert Shemwell, bested the concepts of three other finalists.

The memorial will be sited on the polo grounds, at the northern edge of campus, where the collapse killed 12 students and wounded 27 others. A construction schedule is yet to be determined.

The San Antonio firm’s memorial is a large ring of 12 portals standing in the void space of the site. The portals project strong figural qualities, symbolic of the 12 victims. An axis is implied from the center of the ring through each portal and oriented in the direction of each of the deceased’s hometowns. Connecting the portals are 27 lower panels which represent the injured students. Glass panels that will glow with light connect the 39 forms representing the dead and injured. Termed “slices of light” by the designers, these glass panels also provide a strong figural context, suggesting the form of a primal and communal gathering in the vast darkness.

The ring of forms—each individual, yet connected by light—reveals the effort made by Shemwell’s team to imply the formal organization of the annual bonfire event while also referencing the continuity of Aggie tradition and spirit. As Shemwell has said, “It is the perimeter at which we stood in readiness, at which we mourned, said goodbye, and at which we celebrated.” The orientation of the portals from the center of this perimeter toward the victims’ hometowns suggests Shemwell understands the loss of life represented by this memorial extends beyond the realm or domain of “Aggieland.” Bronze panels within each portal will be designed in collaboration with each victim’s family and friends and is intended to reflect the individual qualities of each person.

An entrance plaza marked by trees and two freestanding walls that create a forced perspective along a sidewalk to the memorial was added during the second phase of the competition. The axial approach, honoring A&M’s strong military heritage, is defined by an axis between the existing flagpole at the campus’ main entrance and the center of the new memorial. One side of the walk is defined by low monolithic blocks, engraved with tick marks representing the years the Aggie bonfire has taken place, a sequence that began in 1909 and ran almost uninterrupted until 1999. One break in the line of ticks represents the only year the event was cancelled—1963, to mourn the assassination of President John F. Kennedy.

Justin Paul Howard, Assoc. AIA

Overland Partner’s concept for the A&M Bonfire Memorial features 12 upright forms symbolizing the students killed in the 1999 accident; rendering by Elizabeth Day, courtesy Overland Partners.

Essayist William Gass Speaks to DAF

The Dallas Architecture Forum concludes its sixth season with philosopher, novelist, and literary critic William Gass. Gass will speak about his long-held interest in architecture that finds expression in his new book The Test of Time, his sixth collection of essays. The event begins at 6 p.m. in the Horchow Auditorium of the Dallas Museum of Art, 1717 N. Harwood St. Admission is free to DAF members, $15 general, $10 for DMA members, $5 for students with ID. Call (214) 740-0644 for more information. MAY 2

Preservation Tour Spotlights Downtown Dallas

Wrapping up events for Architecture Month, Preservation Dallas will sponsor a tour of downtown. “City Spaces: Hidden Places” takes place from 2 p.m. to 6 p.m., beginning at the offices of Preservation Dallas, 2922 Swiss Avenue. The itinerary of the bus and walking tour includes 1505 Elm, 1611 Main Street Lofts, Umlaut, the Masonic Temple, and the Old Red Courthouse. Visit architecturemonth.com or call (214) 821-3290. MAY 4

Tour Features East Austin’s Historic Homes

A walking tour of East Austin sponsored by the Heritage Society of Austin is scheduled from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. and will feature eight homes in the Robertson/Guadalupe neighborhood as well as the nearby Texas State Cemetery and French Legation. Heritage Homes Tour 2002 coincides with the beginning of National Historic Preservation Week (May 12–18). Sponsored annually by the National Trust for Historic Preservation, this year’s theme is “Preserving the Spirit of Place.” Visit hsaustin.org or call (512) 474-5198. MAY 11

AIA Sculpts Sandcastles in Galveston

AIA Houston hosts its 16th Annual AIA Sandcastle Competition on Galveston’s East Beach. Admission is free for spectators. Visit aiahouston.org or call (713) 520-0155. JUNE 1

Medieval Frescoes on Exhibit in Lubbock

Traditions and Renewal: Medieval Frescoes from the Vatican Museums Collections will be on exhibit at the Museum of Texas Tech University in Lubbock. Admission is free. The exhibition highlights 31 works painted in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries by unknown masters of the Roman School to adorn the churches of St. Nicola in Carcere and St. Agnese in Rome. The frescoes were removed and have been in storage since the early twentieth century. Visit vaticaneexhibit.org or call (866) 803-6873 (toll free). BEGInS JUne 2
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The Future is Here!

Health Benefits Professionals & Association Health Programs is now offering Texas Society of Architects members exclusive insurance plans!

- **Health Insurance**
  
  Copays for Routine Care, Office Visits, Lab Tests & X-Rays!
  
  Prescription Drug Card Included!
  
  Vision Exam Included!
  
  Full nationwide Travel benefits included!
  
  $5 Million Lifetime Limit per person!

- **Long Term Care**
  
  Have your choice of home care or the facility used for assisted living or nursing home care - not the government’s choice.
  
  Don’t be dependent on your children and loved ones!

- **Life Insurance**
  
  Let one of our experts show you what you should be purchasing, at association rates!

For more information, contact:

Health Benefits Professionals & Association Health Programs

6319 West 110th Street Overland Park, Kansas 66211

Phone: (888) 450-3040 or (913) 341-2868

Fax: (913) 341-2803   Email: paseinsure@aol.com

Financial Planning also available!
Museums on Museums

Called our era’s cathedral, a once stuffy building type exemplifies current architectural experimentation

As architects and designers, we can only be gladdened to see exhibitions that promote architecture and extend current debates within the profession to a larger public. We have become accustomed to architectural exhibitions that focus on a movement, a style, or an individual architect; however, the recent exhibition at the Modern Art Museum of Fort Worth, *Museums for a New Millennium: Concepts, Projects, Buildings*, is somewhat different in that it focuses on a building type. This is yet one more indication of the importance of museum buildings in the late twentieth century and presumably into the new millennium as well. Museums have been called the cathedrals of our time and they are considered to be places of contemplation and education. The 25 North American and European projects shown at the Modern are an impressive sampling of the building type and they allude to the prominence and sheer quantity of recent museum construction. (*Museums for a New Millennium moves in early May to the new Milwaukee Art Museum designed by Santiago Calatrava.*)

The Modern’s exhibition, organized by the Art Centre Basel, introduces the museum as a “seismograph of architectural culture.” As a building type it is currently unparalleled for the opportunities it provides for architectural investigation and experimentation. The diversity of the museum program should not be ignored, however, and the institutions for which these projects have been designed are as widely varied as the featured buildings’ architectural styles. They range from relatively small, private institutions in suburban settings (e.g., the Beyeler Museum near Basel by Renzo Piano) to large, public, urban institutions (including The Tate Gallery in London by Herzog and de Meuron) to institutions that organize changing exhibitions and possess no permanent collection (such as The Bellevue Art Museum near Seattle by Steven Holl). Vittorio Gregotti’s Center of Belém in Lisbon is more accurately labeled a “cultural center” since exhibition spaces are only one part of a diverse program that includes a conference center, a theater, a hotel, and shops. Rem Koolhaas’s design for the Center for Art and Media Technology in Karlsruhe, Germany, exemplifies his attitude that architecture should remain “unfixed” and allow for novel uses as they arrive. Conversely, Daniel Libeskind’s Jewish Museum, through its form and spatial sequences, aspires to embody the Jewish history of Berlin in the architecture itself. One of the most extraordinary and perplexing programs for a museum for a new millennium is the Altamira Cave Museum in Santillana del Mar, Spain, by Juan Navarro Baldeweg. The project will house a copy of prehistoric cave paintings in order to safeguard the nearby originals and protect them from tourists. More museums allow more works to be acquired and shown, and this solution gives a new twist to the museum’s traditional role as conservator of artifacts and artworks.

Being three-dimensional objects to be experienced as such, buildings are not easy things to exhibit in a museum. Their physical presentation is obviously problematic, yet a greater obstacle is selecting and assembling the proper mix of supporting material to elucidate the ideas behind each designer’s work. However, almost inevitably, the graphic materials presented are indecipherable for the general public or not detailed enough for a specialized public. Considering the large number of projects displayed within a limited space, the exhibition (as directed by the Art Centre Basel’s Suzanne Greub) has managed to include plans, elevations, sections, large format interior and exterior photos, as well as at least one model for each project. A uniform selection of graphic materials favors a comparison of the many projects, as do the identical wood frames for drawings and the simple white pedestals for models. The exhibition, for the most part, shows the projects as a result rather than a process. This makes the design sketches and study models by Norman Foster, Zaha Hadid, Calatrava, and a few others a welcome addition to the generally descriptive graphic materials. Still, a complete story is often difficult to transmit in a stand-alone architectural exhibition and the 224-page catalog that accompanies the show elaborates the discussion of museums as a building type.

With such a quantity of new construction it is hard to believe that only 50 years ago museums were often thought of as stuffy places with little public appeal. In the exhibition catalog, two buildings recur in the descriptions as close “ancestors” of today’s institutions: Frank Lloyd Wright’s Guggenheim, where the architecture is considered the real attraction, and Piano and Richard Rogers’s Pompidou Center, a cultural facility with a complex program and a mission of urban revitalization. Though the more recent projects exhibited are undeniably innovative, the museum for a new millennium is undoubtedly rooted somewhere in the middle of the twentieth century.

*The Modern Art Museum of Fort Worth was the first North American stop for the exhibition and Tadao Ando’s awaited new building for the Modern, scheduled to open December 14, is one of the featured projects.*

A practicing architect, Ronnie Self teaches at the Gerald D. Hines College of Architecture at the University of Houston.
making a home for tradition

For the design of The Tradition at Northgate, a private dorm built next to Texas A&M University in College Station, GSR-Andrade Architects, Dallas, employed All Seasons Commercial windows to skillfully create a pleasing residential appearance.

“We worked with two different window sizes to manipulate the scale,” says Gary Staiger, Assoc. AIA, project manager and construction administrator. “We reinforced the residential scale by using single-hung units with divided lights. All Seasons was our single source for all windows. All Seasons fit general contractor C.D. Henderson’s value-engineering well, too.” Houston-based Window Systems of Texas installed the windows with precision. The developer was Tom Kirkland, Tradition at Northgate LTD., Dallas.

Texas-owned All Seasons manufactures high-quality yet competitively priced commercial and residential window and door systems. We are dedicated to customer satisfaction.

Whether your needs are commercial, heavy-commercial, architectural grade, or residential window systems, All Seasons manufactures doors and windows you may specify with pride. Throughout our product line you will find intrinsic beauty and optimum performance. Please call us today for more information from your single source window and door supplier.
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New Federal Projects in Texas:

GSA’s new focus on design excellence runs counter to its previous strategy: build a box, then move the people in.

The project alludes to the timeless nature of Justice and the ‘Deep Time’ of the West Texas landscape. In silhouette the new federal courthouse becomes a suggested southwestern landscape, in the abstraction while examining a social amalgam of American egalitarian ideals.

In describing his concept for the proposed United States Courthouse in El Paso, Antoine Predock, FAIA, of Albuquerque, took to heart an important objective of the General Service Administration’s (GSA) Design Excellence Program. Established in 1994 to enhance the federal government's architectural and artistic legacy, the program sets guidelines for selecting architects to design high-profile public buildings. The El Paso project is the first example of a Texas facility planned under the program’s three-stage selection process which results in a short list of architects – chosen in a “blind competition” by a panel of peers – presenting their visions for the project. Predock's presentation and conceptual renderings were chosen over those presented by three other A/E teams in the selection process' final phase. He envisions a 215,000-square-foot complex comprising a four-story building clad in copper and a seven-story tower of Texas limestone with copper accents. (GSA declined to release renderings until contracts are finalized, possibly by the end of May.) If funding is appropriated in the 2004 federal budget, the project may be completed in 2006.

TA Editor Stephen Sharpe spoke recently with the GSA official who oversees development of all federal projects in Texas and its four neighboring states. Len Murphy, acting assistant regional administrator for public buildings service, is based in the GSA regional headquarters in Fort Worth. Current projects under Murphy's watch include the planned courthouse in El Paso as well as two projects now under construction—a federal courthouse in Laredo and a facility to replace the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma City destroyed by a bomb in 1996. Two courthouses have recently been completed in Brownsville and Corpus Christi. Also planned are a federal courthouse in Las Cruces, New Mexico, and new headquarters for the Federal Bureau of Investigation in Houston.

One goal of the Design Excellence Program is to build facilities which reflect regional architectural traditions. How is this achieved?

The directive to them (the panel chosen for the design competition, comprised of peer architects and local tenant representatives) at the beginning is that when we are building something – in El Paso or in Las Cruces or Brownsville – that we want to represent the local flavor of that community – the architecture, the culture, whatever – so that it is representative of not only the federal government and the customer – in this case, the courts – but also something that is representative of the local community and that the local community can be proud of. Not just “Build us a box,” and move the people in, like we used to do. And in helping us to do that, we have local representation. In the case of El Paso, Senior Federal Judge David Briones sat in on our evaluation panel. And we have a mixture of people from the local region, our national office, the national office of the courts, and the local courts. So we are looking to them to keep the design honest in terms of how it represents them and the local community.

What is the next phase for the El Paso project? Proceed to design concepts. We'll try to do some reality checks. Oklahoma City is a good example. It's a unique example, of course, because of the nature of what we're doing there—replacement and involvement of the survivors and the city. We had extensive meetings, presentations of the design concepts, throughout that process to the local community, the media, and to the customers to get their feedback. In the typical building of a courthouse we may not have quite as many meetings, but we still want to make sure that we're heading in the right direction.

In contrast to the process used in El Paso, how were the architects chosen for the federal courthouses in Brownsville, Laredo, and Corpus Christi?

Those were made using a source-selection process where we’re looking for the best value. We’re evaluating the A/EIs on their past performance. In other
Representing the Local Flavor

words, it's not a low-bid competition. In those cases, they do not present a design of any kind to us. We're selecting a team and then they develop a design concept. We work with them, with our customer, and with our national office to develop that concept up to the final design.

Subsequent to the Oklahoma City bombing and the World Trade Center attack, how have increased security concerns affected GSA’s building program and its focus on design excellence?

Significantly, as you can imagine. We’ve had to make sure that we’re addressing the security concerns in a way consistent with our desire to meet our design excellence objectives and achieve an appearance that is lasting. Early on, in a lot of locations, we just went around and put up barriers or bollards around the buildings to provide immediate security and we realize that’s not the appearance we want to present to the public. These are public buildings and we want them to be open and pleasing and secure. We have tried to incorporate design criteria that include structural issues. The Murrah Building suffered from progressive collapse because of how it was designed, so we’ve made that a basic requirement of our buildings in terms of designing to prevent progressive collapse in the future.

We’ve even done some risk retrofitting wherever possible in old buildings. We’ve done extensive research on blast requirements for the facade and for the windows to determine the things we need to do to prevent the sorts of things that happened in Oklahoma City, where the windows broke into a lot of small pieces and caused extensive damage. Now we have new design criteria for the kind of glass we use, the kind of frames that are there, and those sorts of things. A Department of Justice study came out the year after Murrah establishing different security levels of buildings and we established minimum setbacks that we would like for our buildings from the street. The Murrah Building was only about 20 feet from the street. We established minimum setbacks to mitigate the blast from a similar situation.

What is the recommended setback?

A minimum of 50 feet. They prefer more than that, they would like to see 100 feet, but sometimes you can’t get it in an urban situation. So if you’re not going to do the setback then we have to have tradeoffs with building in additional structural hardening.

The report was coming out after we were into design on those (Brownsville and Corpus Christi) so we incorporated as much of the recommendations as possible. We were in the middle of design. We had to do a number of things as quickly as possible to make sure we incorporated the most important parts of it into those designs.

Were those setbacks achieved in Brownsville and Corpus Christi?

To the maximum extent possible. As recently as a couple of weeks ago, I was meeting before the Corpus Christi City Council trying to convince them to maintain or to build the park that was directly south of the new courthouse for this very reason, as opposed to at one point they had a plan to reopen a street that was directly behind the building. We and the U.S. Marshals met with them and said, “No. You promised us that was going to be a park and so we sited this building where it is with the understanding that it would always be a park. We moved the building back a little bit from Shoreline Boulevard to get as much of a setback there knowing that you were always going to have a park behind us and now you’re starting to change your tune and that’s unacceptable to us.” And they said, “You’re right, and we won’t.”

What high-profile federal projects do you foresee for Texas in the future?

We do not release our list of potential future projects until they have been presented by the president to the Congress. However, the courts have a five-year plan which establishes their requirements and priorities. Basically, the courts come up with their rolling five-year plan of where they see the highest need and then that eventually makes it’s way to Congress and they bless it, appropriate it or not, and then it comes back to us. So, with the understanding that anything in the future is problematic, depending on the legislative process and other national priorities, there are an additional couple of projects that are on the courts’ list. One of which is Austin and the next one after that would be San Antonio—both courthouses.

Oklahoma City was the first purely federal building that we’ve built since the early ‘80s and could be the last. We can’t fund all the new construction that we would like to have and courthouses have a higher priority than federal space because you can take care of that federal space in the private sector, in the commercial market, so courthouses have a much higher priority and we don’t have enough money to build all the courthouses we would want. Therefore, that’s where all the money goes.

Austin is a proposed courthouse. It’s roughly the size (in square footage) of El Paso, a little bigger than Corpus Christi. San Antonio is a little bigger. There’s a much higher need there. They’ve totally outgrown it. And a round building is just not very functional as a courthouse.

How does Texas rank in the number of federal projects compared to the rest of the country?

I would say it’s doing okay. It’s about average. The Southeast at the moment is getting a lot of projects for a number of reasons. We’ve been doing okay. As for the size of our inventory that houses courts and that sort of thing in Texas and in our five-state region, we’re in pretty good shape and we’ve maintained that inventory pretty well to the point where we didn’t have huge, glaring needs that other parts of the country did. So I think we’re doing pretty well.
Gateway to Brownsville

by WILLIAM RIOS, ASSOC. AIA
South Texas Bridges Two Cultures, and both influence its architecture. Individually, the region’s norteno heritage is reflected in the historic Spanish Colonial structures while the modern multi-story buildings manifest the more recent touch of Anglo settlers. The new United States Courthouse in Brownsville celebrates this cultural duality by blending elements symbolic of Brownsville’s past and its aspirations for the future.

The 198,000-square-foot facility is the work of Pierce Goodwin Alexander & Linville’s (PGAL) Houston office, which was selected for the project under the General Service Administration’s (GSA) Design Excellence Program. The program, established in 1994, seeks to produce “facilities that reflect the dignity, enterprise, vigor, and stability of the Federal Government, emphasizing designs that embody the finest contemporary architectural thought.”

“We felt that PGAL was best suited for the project based on their experience and body of work,” explains GSA Project Manager Richard Stephenson. “It was important to create something that would meet the needs of the program but it also had to fit the city of Brownsville both culturally and architecturally.”

Based on this idea, architect David Andrews of PGAL worked with GSA personnel to design a structure that responded to Brownsville’s context. “After we were selected, we went to see the site. We wanted to design something that would be appropriate for the city of Brownsville so we created a master plan that showed the courthouse as a gateway to Brownsville and its downtown. It was intended to be a centerpiece of a historical area.”

The courthouse is located on the former site of an abandoned rail yard at the edge of the central business district, an area which the city plans to revitalize with future construction of office buildings and civic facilities. Nearby structures include the original Cameron County Courthouse, designed by Atlee B. Ayres and completed in 1912. Also, there’s Fort Brown which was built around 1846. The fort, deactivated around 1945, is currently part of the University of Texas at Brownsville campus located several blocks southeast of the new courthouse.

“It was important for us to create something that reflected the local culture,” Andrews says. “We started by trying to draw from the area and the roots of Brownsville, so we drew from the memory of the old courthouse, and from Fort Brown and its memories.”

Upon entering the new courthouse’s Civic Plaza, visitors experience the dualist concept of past and present in both formal and material terms. The plaza is trimmed with granite accents and limestone panels—materials which reference Ayres’ courthouse. Also reminiscent of the 1912 edifice is the smooth, beige brick covering much of the exterior. In addition, both the new and the old structures feature stone copings over parapet walls.
(top) Abundant natural lighting graces the lobby. (bottom) Courtrooms feature traditional styling.

that conceal built-up roofs. Low arches inspired by Fort Brown line ample exterior corridors that march mutely along the new building’s sides. The portico serves its traditional role in civic architecture as a place of passage and a transition to the interior, and yet features contemporary form and lines. The portico also functions as a backdrop for special occasions held in the Civic Plaza. Another formal design element which recalls the region’s architectural traditions is a fountain arrayed with palm trees which works in conjunction with the prevailing breezes to provide a cool refuge from the often unyielding heat of South Texas.

The interior, too, reflects the memory of Brownsville with a sensitive incorporation of fixtures reused from an older structure. “Using the old benches from the original courthouse was a way of trying to bring something from the past into the new project,” Andrew says, adding, “The terrazzo and marble in the interior were not original materials but were chosen to give a more permanent feel to the building.” Another prominent feature exuding a sense of permanence is the structure’s overall symmetry. This is most notable upon entering a large central public space known as the Great Hall where both sides are lined with courtrooms and a monumental staircase leads to upper floors.

Another aspect of the building that responds to the local environment is the lighting. “The central skylight was created to highlight the public and visual areas by allowing all the great light in Brownsville to come into the building,” Andrews says. “We did the same thing with skylights in the courtrooms, and windows in the judges’ chambers.”

In the end, both client and architect were pleased with the results.

“We wanted something that wasn’t just another steel and glass skyscraper,” says the GSA’s Stephenson. “This is one of the best examples of a courthouse that fits the architectural and cultural context of its city.”

William Rios, Assoc. AIA, is an instructor of architectural CADD classes at South Texas Community College.
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A Step Outside of Convention
to step outside of convention just enough to make a step in the right direction.

The expansion of the Henry B. Gonzales Convention Center opened in August 1999 (further work was completed just last October) that increased the facility to 1.3 million square feet, doubling the original size. The expansion was designed to better facilitate a growing need for flexible event space, meeting rooms, and adequate parking, all in a location very near the downtown filled with hotels and restaurants. Moreover, the planning of the expansion also provided the city with an opportunity to right the wrongs of the old convention center built in 1968 by the architecture firm of Noonan, Kracker, & Phelps & Simmons & Associates—a building complex roundly criticized for having disassociated the downtown and its Riverwalk from HemisFair Park, the site of a pleasurably ensemble of plazas and fountains underneath the emblematic Tower of the Americas.

It was this “river issue” which served as the starting point for Kell Muñoz’s praiseworthy efforts at producing a more responsive and “civic” convention center. By siting the bulk of the expansion to the southeast and extending the Riverwalk under the architecturally transparent and structurally memorable bridge lobby, new public pedestrian access was established at the river level that unites the city and HemisFair Park—at least in part. Clear and direct street-level public access to the park is still denied unless one attempts to pass through the

by VINCENT B. CANIZARO, PH.D.
interior of the center itself. Here, due to cost-cutting measures, an important opportunity was missed to create an effective transition from Market Street to river level below. “Such criticism is well founded,” says Tillotson, “and I’d loved to have burrowed right through to the park.” But as it stands, he continues, “you kind of have to find your way into it.”

Where Kell Muñoz has most fully succeeded is apparent once one enters the center. There they have resisted the often anonymous volumes common to convention centers through a strategy of creating “room to room experiences.” They deployed clear and simple architectural elements to scale down the immense interior volumes, applied bold colors to enliven the spaces, and opted for transparency throughout to break open “the windowless box.” From Market Street to HemisFair Park on the south, a series of heavy limestone-clad pylons provide a sense of transition between the large volumes while also serving as access points for phones and restrooms, and orientation which is achieved through elegant backlit plate-steel signage. Niches have

“A Step Outside of Convention” continued on page 44
A New Model for Group Living  

by BEN KOU SH

THE RICHMOND STATE SCHOOL, ADMINISTERED by the Texas Department of Mental Health and Mental Retardation (TDMHMR), is one of 11 facilities around the state housing the mentally retarded. Located in Fort Bend County, just southwest of Houston, it’s sited on the former Vaclav Pultar farm, a bucolic parcel along a bend in the Brazos River north of the town of Richmond. Taft Architects of Houston has designed a new project on the state school’s 242-acre campus, a small housing complex that sets a bold precedent for institutional living.

Taft’s housing complex sits in stark contrast to the campus’ original residential buildings, built...
from 1965 to 1968 and designed in a quasi-Brutalist mode by Golemon & Rolfe of Houston (best remembered for the Houston Intercontinental Airport of 1969). The new project is comprised of five cottages organized in a scheme reminiscent of Aldo Van Eyck’s Amsterdam Orphanage of 1960—an array of self-contained living units set along “interior streets.” Van Eyck invoked the imagery of a traditional town plan to foster a sense of community among the residents.

Like Van Eyck’s orphanage, Taft’s prototype residential complex was a public-funded experiment aimed at improving living conditions for wards of the state. And like most other experimental government projects, Taft’s original idea – two adjacent assemblages of four cottages, each thoughtfully arranged to create a protected area of wheelchair-accessible green space – did not survive intact its journey through the bureaucracy. Budget constraints, as well as the vociferous demands of protective parents, steadily chipped away at the clarity of Taft’s concept. The result is a project diminished by the state’s decision to omit three of the planned eight cottages, an alteration to the prototype’s original program which eliminated the cottage’s articulate relationships to each other and the site.

When opened in April 1968, the Richmond State School housed nearly 2,000 residents – known as “clients,” most of whom were under 21 – and 650 staff personnel. Currently, the state school houses 546 clients – whose average age is 43 – and 1,450 staff. The reduction in the number of clients is explained by the declining number of children born with mental retardation due to improved medical and pre-natal care. Policy changes subsequently adopted by the TDMHMR have played an equally significant role in the reduced number of clients housed in state institutions. Unlike its policy in the 1960s, TDMHMR today advocates that mentally retarded children remain in the care of their families rather than being placed in institutions. According to Claire Chipman, the school’s public relations director, most of the facility’s new clients were raised by their parents who are now too old to care for them. Chipman suggested that one reason the TDMHMR decided to fund this experimental project was to provide an appealing, domestically scaled environment for clients who have never before been institutionalized.

Taft originally envisioned eight 3,900-square-foot cottages housing eight clients each. The cottages
contained a combination of single and double bedrooms and baths wrapped around a central living area with a “tail” at one end for storage and mechanical rooms. According to Taft’s Danny Samuels, FAIA, he and partner John Casbarian, FAIA, divided the program into small cottages “to provide a sense of dignity, community belonging, and individual privacy”—and despite the extraordinarily low budget ($98 per square foot), it’s within the interior communal living areas that the architects were able to focus their attention. The ceiling is composed of large north-facing saw-tooth skylights supported by exposed wooden trusses. Taft chose skylights, Samuels said, to provide inexpensive lighting that would illuminate the interiors evenly and efficiently.

The outward appearance of the cottages – with dark-red brick walls extending past the building edges and gigantic sets of tall saw-tooth skylights – sharply contrasts with the red-orange brick and low, green copper mansard roofs of the campus’ existing residential blocks. The visual distinction is all the more appropriate considering the major break in policy the cottages represent. Taft designed the cottages to look even more distinctive but budget constraints forced the substitution of several significant exterior materials. While Taft originally specified corrugated galvalume for the roofs and walls facing the grove, those surfaces are now clad with brown composite shingles and hardi-plank siding. These substitutions of materials have further transformed the once-cohesive collection of intimately scaled cottages into what now appears to be five conventional yet over-sized suburban ranch houses.

Although the project as built can be termed only a qualified success, the state school reports that morale has improved dramatically among both the clients living in the cottages and the staff assigned there as caretakers. Taft’s prototype, even after many alterations in program and specification, may prove over time to be a good model for the TDMHMR to employ in the future.

Ben Koush recently earned his Master of Architecture from Rice University.
A beAcon on the West texAs PlAins since 1930, the 14-story santa Fe building in Amarillo has a new lease on life and now stands as a testament to thoughtful rehabilitation after being vacant for several years. The high-rise office tower was, at the time it was built, the tallest and most distinctive building in downtown Amarillo. It was also an imposing symbol. Originally, the skyscraper signified the santa Fe Railroad’s economic and cultural impact on the region, especially on the growing city of Amarillo which owed its fortunes and prestige to the railroad. But, as with the railroad, time has been hard on the santa Fe building. The railroad’s staff dwindled over the years, eventually leaving the edifice all but vacant. With prospects for the future apparently diminishing, the high-rise faced its possible demise—or, as some hoped, its potential rebirth. The santa Fe is fortunately blessed with good “bones,” and several developers saw hidden promise within such a solid infrastructure. The structure, like many built by the railroad companies, was the product of high-quality workmanship and was also well maintained. Using state-of-the-art fireproofing techniques for the era, its builders encased structural elements in concrete and limited the amount of woodwork. In addition, the building has a rectangular plan with large, repetitive banks of windows on all four sides allowing natural light to infiltrate a great many of the spaces. Still, the various ideas considered by interested developers proved difficult to implement due to the same problems inherent with most older buildings. The costs of modernizing the structure and bringing it up to current code standards, as well as updating the mechanical and electrical systems, were too great for typical redevelopment schemes. Fortunately for those who longed for the building to regain its eminence, Potter county purchased the building in 1995 for $426,288. Thus began a long and at times complicated process of restoring, renovating, and ultimately re-inhabiting the office tower. Because of the building’s relation to the transportation industry, the county applied for and received a $3 million grant from the Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT). The public funds made the project economically feasible, allowing the county to proceed with redevelopment plans while adding an additional layer of coordination issues. TxDOT stipulated that the grant could only finance restoration of the historic exterior and interior spaces directly linked to transportation (such as a transportation museum slated for completion in the near future). While agreeing that such funds were essential to a project like the santa Fe, John Jenkins, project architect for Lavin Associates, said the endeavor also required lots of patience—the project team collaborated with Potter county to satisfy multiple groups which exerted considerable influence on the restoration. Those other parties, including code authorities and design review committees, often had different priorities. For example, Jenkins said, when the Texas Historical Commission states that historic features must be retained but the Texas Department of Licensing and Regulation requests that it be updated to meet accessibility standards, someone must negotiate such issues while maintaining the overall vision for the project and the goals for the building’s ultimate reuse.

Now that the renovation is complete – thanks to the skill and dedication of the entire project team – the final result is a building whose historic...
integrity remains intact while also being completely functional in its new purpose, primarily as varied county offices. The renovated building is once again a lively workplace rather than a vacant building unintentionally symbolizing an industry’s decline. The county also realized the value in adapting the eleventh-floor auditorium into a functional public space—it’s now a popular place for private receptions and social events.

The Santa Fe is emblematic of the Panhandle region, with an original design that embodies West Texas simplicity. There is no large, opulent lobby and the decorative detailing—while elaborate and appealing, particularly at its crown—is never ostentatious. The renovation has carefully maintained and, in fact, has highlighted these core qualities while adapting the spaces for newfound purposes.

The care taken with the restoration is evident in many places, but one detail stands out. The large sign atop the building which spells out “Santa Fe” was originally designed with lighting that mimicked a vivid flame of red and amber cast against the edifice’s pale terra cotta skin. Using modern lighting, the restoration team recreated the effect so that, at night, the Santa Fe’s beacon once again burns brightly amidst the vastness of the wide-open plains.

Darwin Harrison, Assoc. AIA, teaches architecture at Texas Tech University in Lubbock.
FLOOR PLAN
1 LOBBY
2 WAITING
3 LEASE SPACE
4 TAX ASSESSOR
5 ASSISTANT TAX ASSESSOR
6 CONFERENCE
7 RESTROOM
8 WORK AREA
9 PUBLIC AREA
10 TAX EMPLOYEES
11 VAULT
12 CHILLER ROOM
13 GENERATOR ROOM
14 OPEN OFFICE
15 OFFICE
16 ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
17 CASHIER
18 WORK AREA
19 AUDITORIUM
20 BACK STAGE
21 DRESSING ROOM
22 SHOWERS
23 STORAGE
Clinical Care Center

**PROJECT** Clinical Care Center, Houston

**CLIENT** Texas Children’s Hospital

**ARCHITECT** FKP Architects

**CONTRACTOR** W.S. Bellows Construction Corp.

**CONSULTANTS**
- Walter P. Moore (civil and structural)
- Burns DeLaue McCoy (MEP)
- Audio Communication Corp (audio)
- fd2s (graphics)
- Facilities Design International (interior design)
- Rolf Jensen & Associates (life safety)
- Bernard Wolfe & Associates (lighting)
- Knudson & Associates, Tapley Associates Architects (landscape)

**PHOTOGRAPHER** Craig Dugan for Hedrich Blessing

(top left) The new 16-story Clinical Care Center at the Texas Children’s Hospital serves as the central outpatient facility for the hospital. The center is home to an outpatient lab, a pharmacy, an imaging facility, and an eight operating room ambulatory surgery suite. There are also 10 floors of pediatric sub-specialty clinics and physician’s offices, including the Texas Children’s Cancer Center. During the design process, special attention was put on making the facility more family/patient-friendly. This can be seen in the bridge that connects the third floor with the West Tower to provide easy access to the most highly used outpatient services—the food court (top right), pharmacy, lab, blood donor center, and conference center. The clinic is organized around two-story, shared waiting areas color-coded to assist with wayfinding. These spaces serve as both the central check-in area and a play space for children. (bottom) Geometric play forms that decorate the waiting areas include equipment for climbing, slides, cargo nets, and a fun-house hall of mirrors. Bright, bold colors provide a comforting and welcoming environment for both parents and children. The design of the waiting spaces helps reduce overcrowding. Many elements of the design were implemented to improve staff efficiency, including grouping of clinics with similar functions and services, a common clock-in/clock-out station, and a centralized medical record storage area. Modules of 10-12 exam rooms are placed together to allow physicians to practice together and share rooms, allowing more interaction throughout the day. Most of the center was designed for potential future growth. Space is dispersed through the building to allow for growth of offices and clinics as needed. Below ground, four levels of parking created 500 new spaces, and a drivable tunnel connects the ambulatory center to the existing hospital.

**RESOURCES**

- Masonry Units: Acme
- Curtainwall: Arrowall
- Granite: Cold Springs Granite
- Pre-Cast: Redondo Manufacturing
- Carpet: Interface
- Interior Glass: Vision Glass
- Terrazo: National Terrazzo Tile & Marble
- Laminates: Formica, Wilsonart
- Vct: Mannington
- Simulated Wood Flooring: Toli
- Ceiling Panels: Decoustics
- Security: Schiff & Associates
- Furniture: McCoy, Inc.
- Flooring: McCoy, Inc.

**FLOOR PLAN**

1. Play Structure
2. Waiting Area
3. Elevators
4. Diagnostic Imaging
5. Mechanical
6. Work Areas
7. Exam Rooms
8. Shell Space
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Masonry. Exceeding your expectations. Satisfying your clients.

www.texasmasonrycouncil.org
Thomas Jefferson

Would Love This Brick

Our third President and renowned architect, Thomas Jefferson, specified beautiful handmade brick for his beloved Monticello home. Because they are handmade, Monticello’s brick have softly rounded edges and tastefully textured surfaces that help create the rich, distinctive look of this famous American home. You can create this unrivaled presence when you specify "Acme Handmades."
Medical Center of Plano

Recently completed an essential expansion and renovation project. The Medical Center and the owner, HCA, recognized the needs of the growing community and expanded the center, which sees more than 140,000 patients annually. CRA Architects created the master plan for the Medical Center, providing both architecture and interior design services for the entire project. Nearly every department of the hospital was included in the renovation and expansion—the outpatient services unit, nurse stations (top), patient rooms, surgery department, critical care unit, pediatric department, heart center, emergency department, radiology, outpatient imaging center, and endoscopy center. Careful consideration was made to ensure that all hospital services remained open during the construction of the multi-phase project by beginning new construction and the first phase of renovation at the same time. The $96 million project includes 167,550 square feet of which 89,300 square feet is new construction. The expansion includes two new floors to the patient tower, making room for approximately 80 additional beds. A 290,000-square-foot parking lot was added providing 750 new spaces. The surgery department was also expanded, creating 10 new operating rooms that nearly tripled the size of the department. The center’s expanded heart center has also benefited from the project because it can now offer better treatment for its patients. Additionally, the large arched roof (bottom) and giant-scaled pilasters create a visual landmark that can be seen for several miles. CRA worked within site constraints limiting horizontal development by building a pedestrian skywalk across one of the city’s busiest thoroughfares connecting the old facility to a new medical office building on the Medical Center campus and to additional parking.

Resources
- Metal Decking: Consolidated Systems
- Architectural Metal Work: Ennis Steel
- Architectural Woodwork: Williams & Clark Custom Woodworking
- Laminates: Formica
- Plastic Fabrications: Corian
- Roof and Deck Insulation: Carlisle
- Exterior: Dryvit
- Membrane Roofing: Carlisle
- Metal Doors and Frames: PW Metals
- Preassembled Metal Doors and Frame Units: PW Metals
- Wood and Plastic Doors and Frames: VT Industries
- Specialty Doors: Total Door
- Metal Windows: Wausau Windows
- Gypsum Board Framing and Accessories: Dietrich
- Acoustical Ceilings: Armstrong
- Paints: Sherwin-Williams
- High Performance Coatings: Tnemec
- Signage and Graphics: J&B Graphics
Design Opportunities with High-Performance Glass

OVER THE PAST 50 YEARS, THERE HAS BEEN A constant evolution of glass products and technology. We have seen the development of tinted glass, insulating glass, heat-treated and safety glass, reflective and low-emissivity coated glasses, and spectrally selective glazings.

This wide array of products has provided design professionals with countless aesthetic possibilities, and significantly, opportunities to achieve increased energy efficiency and occupant comfort.

This trend is not unique to North America. In other parts of the world, glass components are utilized, and often showcased, as part of the building envelope. European glass and window systems frequently involve double-wall glazing. Operating windows, which allow natural ventilation to reduce or eliminate mechanical ventilation, are commonly used. The German energy code even limits the area in the core of a building to ensure that offices have access to natural light coming through windows.

Regardless of the specific climatic condition, today's glazing products afford architects and engineers more design freedom, and, increasingly, the opportunity to achieve reduced building costs and on-going operating savings through energy conservation.

High-Performance Products

Glass products are a complex part of a building's envelope and play a key role in the energy efficiency of the building. While current glazing systems cannot achieve the same insulating performance or direct solar heat gain reduction as materials like masonry or metal panels, neither can these opaque components allow the free use of natural daylighting like glass products. Modern design, therefore, is premised on a recognition of the trade-offs among alternatives and the integration of these to achieve desired aesthetics, and more importantly, optimum first costs and long-term energy conservation.

A high-performance glass product has three principal performance criteria: insulating performance or U-factor, solar control or solar heat gain coefficient (SHGC) and visible light transmittance (Tv). The key is to assess the interaction of all three and their total impact on a building's energy consumption and to select products that meet the most efficient performance specification.

Glazing functions as an enclosure, and has a key role in the heat gain/loss balance of a building. Higher performance products are better insulators than their predecessors and typically achieve a U-factor of 0.35 Btu/hr-ft²°F or less. In cold climates, where wintertime space heating is significant and reduction of heat loss is important, a lower U-factor results in less heat loss and improves interior comfort. In hot climates, the U-factor is less important; solar heat gain control and reduced air conditioning are key elements of design, making a solar heat gain coefficient the most important criterion.

In office buildings, artificial lighting accounts for 40 to 50 percent of the energy used in a commercial building and a good daylighting design can minimize lighting energy use. Because of the potential benefits of daylighting, high-performance glazing is often defined as having a visible light transmittance greater than the solar heat gain coefficient. However, high-performance glazing is not limited to this definition. In buildings without actively controlled daylighting, managing solar loads and heat loss may be the most important selection criterion. Another important consideration is minimizing glare, which may require a low visible light transmittance.

As design professionals establish specific glass product performance criteria for a project, they typically consider aesthetics, relative first costs, impact on HVAC, and interior lighting. As a baseline, they must also consider applicable local building codes. In the few areas without codes, it is common to refer to ANSI/ASHRAE/IESNA Energy Efficient Design of New Buildings Except Low-Rise Residential Buildings (ANSI/ASHRAE/IESNA 90.1-1999). It is the most widely used standard and contains prescriptive requirements for glazing U-factors and solar heat gain coefficients for locations throughout North America.

Windows are addressed head-on in the energy codes because of the significant impact they can have on energy use. The window performance requirements in ASHRAE/IESNA 90.1 are based on a detailed cost analysis. The cost analysis uses actual products and real costs to establish the cost effectiveness of glazing options in different climates. The analysis shows that high performance products are cost effective in almost all climates.

Designing with the Energy Codes

Because ASHRAE/IESNA 90.1 is based on an extensive cost-effectiveness analysis, the prescriptive requirements in the code provide a solid starting point. In addition to the prescriptive method, the...
code includes two other compliance methods, which are particularly instructive when using an integrated design approach.

The other methods in ASHRAE/IESNA 90.1 are the system performance method and the energy cost budget method. Basically, the energy code sets an energy budget for a building. The prescriptive method gives you one way to meet the budget without any flexibility. In contrast, the system performance and energy cost budget methods allow for many different designs to meet the energy budget. The building envelope trade-off option allows trade-offs between envelope components, such as windows and wall insulation. The energy cost budget method allows trade-offs between all the building components and systems. For example, windows with a lower SHGC than the prescriptive requirement can offset a less efficient lighting design. Any building with 50 percent or more window area must use the energy cost budget method to demonstrate compliance.

Software tools have been developed to help show compliance with ASHRAE/IESNA 90.1 using the trade-off option. These software programs are ENVSTD and COMCheck-EZ. In addition, the energy cost budget method or an hourly, whole-building energy simulation program can be used to help identify the best glazing for a project. The whole-building simulations predict the interactions between all building systems in terms of peak and annual energy use.

Many projects today have established a goal to comply with certification programs such as the LEED Green Building Certification Program. A prerequisite of LEED is compliance with ASHRAE/IESNA 90.1, and additional credits can be earned by achieving greater energy efficiency than required by the standard. The improved efficiency levels must be demonstrated using the energy cost budget method, meaning that hourly, whole-building energy simulations must be run. The buildings earning these credits typically have high-performance windows, daylighting controls coupled with an efficient lighting design, and high-efficiency chillers.

**Other Benefits**

It is important to remember that there are many more energy-efficient products that can result in a much more comfortable space. The challenge is taking advantage of all the benefits high-performance glazing offers within the design of a project. This can be accomplished through an integrated design approach that recognizes the synergistic relationship between building systems.

High performance windows have greatly expanded design opportunities for a project. Advances in coating technology and tinted glass have made a broader range of products available, many of which have a solar heat gain coefficient of less than 0.40. The current energy codes can be used to identify the most suitable product, and show that glass-enclosed buildings can meet the energy code with the use of high-performance glazing. High-performance glazing also improves comfort conditions and has the potential to reduce first costs as well as operating costs.

Susan Reilly is president of Enermodal Engineering, Inc., based in Denver. Reilly has over a decade of experience in sustainable design and building energy efficiency and works as a consultant to the window industry.

This article includes segments of a feature story written by Susan Reilly and commissioned by the Primary Glass Manufacturers Council for Glass Magazine’s March 2002 issue. Excerpted with permission from Glass Magazine, © National Glass Association.
engagement with HemisFair Park, the exterior of this part of the convention center – with its broad arch, battered walls, and angular geometry – projects such a photogenic visage that it frequently serves as the representative image of the entire facility. So strong an image, in fact, that one senses the building as facing backwards, that it shows its best face to the park rather than to downtown. Perhaps the planned re-cladding of the exterior facing the city will provide the architects the opportunity to alter this perception.

Despite the successes readily apparent throughout the expansion, the project’s one weakness is the lost opportunity for creating a truly unconventional “civic” place—a center that, if only at a minimum, would fully engage the downtown’s bustling street life and foster more robust public access to other adjacent parts of the city. While the new “riverlink” and the architecturally distinctive south hall are welcome gifts to the public-at-large, the best experiences of the expansion remain on the inside for the conventioneers who are able to enjoy the departures from convention—the internal order, carpets that are works of art, city vistas, and most important, easy access to the park and downtown.

Vincent B. Canizaro, Ph.D., teaches architecture at the University of Texas at San Antonio.
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Audiovisual Systems for Presentation Environments

WE DESIGN AND INSTALL:
- Computer Classrooms
- Network Operations Centers
- Distance Learning Facilities
- Military Briefing Rooms
- Conference Rooms
- Commission Chambers
- Videoconferencing Facilities
- Custom Medical Facilities
- Training Rooms
- Auditoriums • Boardrooms

Audio Visual Innovations
Your Source For Being Seen And Heard.
(972) 243-4422 • (800) 630-4022
3210 Belt Line, Suite 124, Dallas
www.aviinc.com
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Providing our services in Texas and the southwest since 1946.

Customize Your Presentation

Make the most of your available space through careful planning and consultation
with Data Projections. Through our extensive experience in finding the best solutions
for our customers, Data Projections’ team will accurately design, integrate and install
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A survey of the previous century identifies three distinctive varieties

Traditionally a source of local pride, the Texas county courthouse also entices the casual historian. “Cultural tourism” – traveling around the state looking at courthouses with snapshot/video/digital camera in hand – has been an active pursuit in Texas long before there was a term for it.

Much of the appeal of the state’s 254 county courthouses is in their diversity of size, age, and style. Most – 225 to be exact – are considered “historic,” meaning more than 50 years old. The Cass County Courthouse (Linden; Charles Ames; 1861) is the oldest functioning courthouse, its Tuscan columns and pediment a last flair of antebellum neo-classicism.

Courthouses of the late 1800s are the best known and have come to symbolize the courthouse itself. Built during a period of prosperity following Reconstruction, the ornate stone and brickwork, high pitched roofs, and tall towers of these eclectic “Victorian” designs created an image of stability and authority. The massive Romanesque pile of two-tone rusticated stone in Ellis County (Waxahachie; J. Riely Gordon; 1896) is the epitome of the period.

The first decades of the twentieth century saw a dramatic shift from exuberant eclecticism to a Beaux Arts-inspired classicism. The McLennan County Courthouse (Waco; J. Riely Gordon; 1901), one of the earliest, also shows the adaptability of the architect to changing fashion. Courthouses for Bee County (Beeville; Stephenson & Heldenfels; 1912) and Harris County (Houston; Lang, Witchell & Barglebaugh; 1910) illustrate this style’s adaptability to the needs of both rural and metropolitan areas.

The next stylistic shift came in the late 1920s, inspired by the Paris Exposition Internationale des Arts Decoratifs et Industriels Modernes of 1925 and the published work of Peter Behrens, Eliel Saarinen, Paul Cret, and Bertram Goodhue. These new courthouses in the “Moderne” style brought a renewed sense of stability to Depression-torn communities. The Liberty County Courthouse (Liberty; Corniel Curtis; 1931), an early example, was designed in 1927 and has a rich program of relief sculpture composed of local motifs—oil derricks, covered wagons, locomotives, longhorns, palmettos, and pelicans.

Unfortunately, many courthouses built since World War II fail to make the best of modernism and lack an appropriate civic dignity. An exception is the Matagorda County Courthouse (Bay City; Rusty, Martin & Vale; 1965). Raised on a stepped plinth, the overhanging second floor with its deep, shading window frames responds to the Gulf Coast climate of intense sun and heavy rain.

Since 1999, even more attention has been focused on the courthouses as the Texas Historical Courthouse Program of the Texas Historical Commission attempts to bring them up to code and restore their architectural integrity. To date, 46 courthouses have received some level of funding.

Gerald Moorhead, FAIA

A contributing editor, Gerald Moorhead, FAIA, is also editor of Buildings of Texas, to be published by the Society of Architectural Historians.
Elegance made simple.

Thin veneer stone installation goes high tech and low cost with ALC-2000 system.

The ALC-2000 System from American Limestone Company makes the enduring beauty and durability of natural limestone veneer significantly more affordable. This impressive system standardizes architectural limestone elements thereby improving speed and productivity in design, fabrication and installation—and offering cost savings in every area. You even save on shipping because new, precise, mass production techniques reduce the material and shipping cost dramatically.

The ALC-2000 system was engineered by Curtain Wall Design and Consulting, Inc., one of the country’s most renowned engineering firms, and is so versatile it’s even been approved for earthquake prone regions of the country.

Whether you’re selecting material for new construction or recladding an existing building, American Limestone always makes a statement with the beauty, texture and sophistication of natural limestone. And with the ALC-2000 system, the process couldn’t be any easier or more cost-effective. Call today for more details.

How You Save:

Design
• No architectural drawings necessary. Print drawings directly from our website.

Fabrication
• No fabrication shop tickets necessary at the plant. Many standard panels are fabricated and stocked.

Installation
• Quicker installation due to reduced weight and standardized panels. Each 1X2 panel is equivalent to installing 14 modular bricks. Can be done by a single installer. Only basic skills required.

Material Cost and Shipping
• Thin veneer stone elements reduce material and shipping costs by 20-30% over traditional 3” thick stone.

American Limestone Company
In Dallas/Metroplex area, call direct: 214-747-2636
Complete engineering drawings readily available at www.americanlimestone.com

Upchurch Kimbrough Company
Specialists in Architectural Building Products™
713-957-1520 • Fax 713-957-1268
7401 Westview • Houston, TX 77055
www.upchurchkimbrough.com

Touchstone Building Products
Throughout Texas, call: 713-957-2678
Fax 713-957-1268
7401 Westview • Houston, TX 77055
Discover the advantages of Arriscraft stone:
- 9 standard colors
- 4 textures
- Installs like brick
- No sealing required
- Guaranteed for life of building
- Custom colors available

Centennial Corporate Headquarters, Dallas
ARCHITECT
Hodges & Associates, P.L.L.C., Dallas
GENERAL CONTRACTOR
The DeMoss Company, Fort Worth
MASONRY CONTRACTOR
Lucia, Houston

For capitals that offer creativity and the corporate allure of natural stone, design with Arriscraft, the consistent, affordable stone that even nature envies.

Blackson Brick Co.
marc@blacksonbrick.com 214-855-5051 www.blacksonbrick.com
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